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Honorable chair, and distinguished members of the European parliament
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Madam Chair,
Let me first thank you for giving me this opportunity to share my thoughts about the
political crisis in Ethiopia and its uncertain but potentially disastrous future. I will
also briefly comment on what the EU can do to avert this potential disaster.

In the last few years, whenever I had the opportunity to address this forum (the most recent one
was last May some 6 months ago) and the international community at large, I repeatedly stressed
on the importance of dealing with the ever worsening political impasse (crisis) in Ethiopia as
soon as possible before things get out of hand. I warned then that the political crisis is slowly but
surely moving to a potential armed conflict with very uncertain consequences. I warned that
Ethiopia is a deeply unstable country and without an urgent and meaningful political settlement
that leads to genuine democratization, the country could slip into dangerous instability. I was told
at the time by some of the EU experts (particularly those working at Devco) that this was an
exaggeration on my part and that according to the reliable in country data they get from the DAC
group inside the country and other intelligence sources, despite some noticeable governance
related problems, Ethiopia is a stable, rapidly growing and well managed country that serves as a
shining example in terms of the effectiveness of development cooperation to the rest of the
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continent. In short it was an all out feel good story that heavily relied on the rosy narrative that
emanates from the well calibrated propaganda coming from the government. This was then, now
as you all know, the regime that you trusted for too long is fighting for its own survival while
taking the country to an abyss.
Honorable members of the European parliament,
What worries me the most when I think of the regime in Ethiopia is that in its do or die fight for
its survival, there is nothing the TPLF regime won’t do including immersing Ethiopia into an allout ethnic civil war. In the last 15 years, Ethiopia has built one of the largest prison system and
torture houses in Africa. As if this is not enough, now the state of emergency the TPLF/EPRDF
regime imposed on the populace has turned the country into one large prison system.
Political developments of the last one year have made it very clear that the regime in Ethiopia is
neither amenable to reform nor able to stay in power, and I have many good reasons to make this
bold statement. From November 2105 until now, for the past 11 months, the people in the
Oromia region of Ethiopia have unambiguously spoken that they will no more accept the
EPRDF/TPLF rule. Partly inspired by their Oromo compatriots, the country’s second most
populous ethnic group, the Amharas, also began protesting against the government demanding
justice, freedom, and democracy for the whole country. In the southern and south western parts
of the country, the Ethiopian regime has uprooted the already marginalized indigenous people of
the Konso, the Mursi, the Anuak, and the Nuer from their ancestral land, and has been punitively
killing those who resisted its ill-advised land policy. The eastern part of Ethiopia, especially the
Ogden area has been a war zone for decades. All in all, the regime in Ethiopia is at war against
its own people, and the recent government instigated ethnic clashes in many parts of the country
clearly show that the Ethiopian regime is deliberately pushing the country into a very dangerous
downward trajectory of instability and civil strife.
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The Oromo and the Amhara are the two largest ethnic groups that make up close to two thirds of
Ethiopia’s estimated100 million population. The EPRDF/TPLF regime has played dirty political
games to instill hate and division between these two communities. However, the Oromo and the
Amhara have stood together, and they both feel they are politically and economically
marginalized, despite their huge economic resources, large geographic area and population size.
In the last few months, the Oromos and the Amharas have been waging the struggle in a semicoordinated manner and their respective leaders inside and outside the country have been
expressing solidarity with each other’s protests to bring down the brutal minority regime in
Ethiopia, which they see as their common enemy. Despite the regime’s indiscriminate killing of
thousands of peaceful demonstrators, the recent declaration of a state emergency to kill more,
and the deliberate fomentation of hate and suspicion by the regime between these two
communities, the two large ethnic groups and the Ethiopian people at large have stood firm and
steadfast to get rid of the brutal minority regime and build their common home together.
The Ethiopian regime is the most divisive and brutal regime in Africa, but yet, Ethiopia is one of
the most favored nations of the West. How did this anomalous relationship come into being?
Well, the answer is very simple - Ethiopia is a strategic partner of the United States and EU in
the seemingly endless so called Global War on Terror. The US, EU and UK plan to work in close
relationship with Ethiopia on combating terrorism to maintain long-term stability in the Horn of
Africa. If the EU and the United States are correctly reading recently developing events in
Ethiopia, even the unholy marriage of the West and the Ethiopian regime with regards to fighting
terrorism is coming to an inevitable end. First of all, Ethiopia itself is increasingly becoming
unstable and it is a real threat to the peace and stability of its neighbors. Secondly, members of
the Ethiopian military, police, and Special Forces are deserting in an alarming rate, and a good
number of them are joining the people’s militias fighting the regime with their weapons. Third,
as you may have observed recently, Ethiopia has already started pulling its forces from Somalia
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and elsewhere to deal with the growing and spreading protests at home, or in a plain language,
the Ethiopian regime, is relieving its forces from their international duty, and bringing them
home to kill its own people. For the TPLF/EPRDF regime the survival of the regime, and the
continuation of looting the country’s resources which illegitimate political power enables, is
paramount over and above national security. For this regime, Al Shabab is not an existential
threat to peace and stability in the region; it is seen, instead, as a financial and political
opportunity to be exploited.
What is the problem in Ethiopia?
The problem in Ethiopia is a simple man made problem. Yes, there is no question that the
government’s 25 years of torture, murder and ceaseless brutality has escalated the problems in
Ethiopia. But the problem has always been a simple problem had there been internal and external
willingness to solve it. Yet, the problem in Ethiopia can turn into a very complex problem that
has the potential to explode and destabilize the Horn of Africa if it is not addressed quickly.
When I say the problem in Ethiopia is simple, I am saying that the demand of the Ethiopian
people is not an earth shaking demand. What people in Ethiopia are asking for is the same
question that people here in Europe asked centuries ago. Our demand is justice, freedom,
democracy and equality. These are fundamental human values that differentiate us from other
animals. I’m sure people in all EU member countries take these values for granted, but here in
the 21st century, we Ethiopians are still dying to taste these essential human values. To be more
specific, the question in Ethiopia is simple and straightforward, it is to be and live like human
beings in a democratic dispensation.
True, ethnic identity has been the foundation of post 1991 nation building in Ethiopia, largely as
a deliberate divide and rule policy of the regime. As a result, in the last 25 years, ethnicity has
been the center of official political, social and economic life in Ethiopia. Ethnic politics is not an
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accident in Ethiopia; it is strategically planned and executed by the TPLF regime for its political
survival. Today, the regime in Ethiopia is inciting ethnic clashes on the one hand, and on the
other hand, this same regime is using the failed scare tactic that Ethiopia shall disintegrate in the
absence of the EPRDF/TPLF government. But, even if we allow ourselves to believe this
unfounded claim, the passionate voice of most Ethiopians who vehemently call for the demise of
the TPLF regime, is not the voice of disintegration, it’s the voice of unity, and the voice of
liberty and equality. The determination of most Ethiopians is to fully democratize Ethiopia and
save its unity. The unanimous voice of Ethiopians is no to “divide and rule”, no to “corruption”,
no to “prejudice”, no to “ethnic cleansing” and most importantly, no to brutality, torture and
extra judicial killing. The people of Ethiopia carefully and clearly understand that their struggle
is against the brutal TPLF regime, not with the people of Tigray as the regime wants it to be.
Even after more than a full year of tremendous upheaval and unspeakable violence perpetrated
by the regime, and a peaceful resistance movement that has mobilized millions of people, and
despite deliberate provocations by the regime to foment ethnic based violence, there hasn’t been
any meaningful attack on civilians of any ethnic group by other civilians. Save for the barbarian
act of the regime, the peoples’ movement for freedom has been remarkably civilized and
unifying.
Honorable members of the European parliament,
What I tried to show you so far is that, on one side, the EPRDF/TPLF regime is working very
hard to engulf the country into an endless civil war. On the other hand, we see people breaking
the ethnic walls and coming together to fight against tyranny. This is exactly why I said the
problem in Ethiopia is simple to solve, but if and only if the international community, especially
the United States, EU and UK who claim to be interested to save the country rather than this
brutal regime they finance, to boldly side with the Ethiopian people and their aspirations for their
fundamental rights, freedom, and a genuinely democratic system. I will repeat what I have said
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before in this forum, a genuinely democratic and thus stable Ethiopia (and there is no other
dispensation that could stabilize the country) is also the only reliable and durable friend that the
west could have in this global fight against all kinds of violent extremism. We should never
forget that dictatorships are the true incubators of extremism, not a well functioning democracy.
My other argument is that the problem in Ethiopia is and can be increasingly complex, and very
difficult to solve if it is mishandled, or if it is not handled in a timely manner. Today, as I speak
here, the Ethiopian regime, may be with a wink and a node from its western handlers, is pursuing
what looks like a twin strategy to suppress the popular movement. The first, and the most
important one from the regime’s stand point is to use as much force and brutality as it can muster
to terrorize the population into submission. That strategy is reflected in the state of emergency
declared close to a month ago and is being implemented with all its obscenity now as we speak.
The first thing to note with regards to this strategy is that it is a strategy that simply failed to
understand the level of frustration and the depth of anger that is fueling the resistance against the
regime. What the last one year amply demonstrated is that People’s desire for freedom can no
more be suppressed by force. It is crystal clear that all of the regime’s forces are deployed to
suppress the proliferating protests and resistance. However, despite the heavy use of force and
crackdown by the government, the popular movement in the country continues expanding while
changing its tactics to avoid frontal confrontation, with the added element of an increasing
number of people resorting to armed resistance to defend against the government’s onslaught.
Mind you, the regime has killed thousands of protesters and arrested tens of thousands of
innocent people, but none of these heartless actions could stop the determination of the people
whose burning desire is to live in a free society. So, already this strategy has failed in its main
aim of brutalizing people into submission. Instead, what it has succeeded is in making it very
clear to the people that they have no other option but to defend themselves as best they can, thus
changing this essentially political conflict into a country wide armed conflict where people are
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organizing themselves into popular self defense militias. This armed conflict is now becoming a
daily phenomenon particularly in the Amhara region of the country but also in some parts of
Oromia and the Southern region, not to mention the long standing armed resistance in the Somali
and Gambella regions. A continuation of this policy can only intensify this conflict, lead to
further instability and will surely not settle the country’s political problems.
The second leg of this twin strategy the regime pursues, and seemingly encouraged by its
western backers is to introduce really cosmetic reforms that is hoped to mollify the population
and save the regime intact without really addressing the real issues that is fueling the open
rebellion against the regime. Twitching the election laws a bit, in a country where there hasn’t
been any meaningful election or where there are no independent institutions to conduct a free
and fair election is not going to satisfy a people that are paying life and limb demanding genuine
democratization. Democracy in the absence of respect for basic human rights, freedom of
assembly, a free press, a rule of law, functioning independent institutions is simply
unimaginable. Bringing more Oromo and Amhara ruling party cadres from discredited
educational institutions into the cabinet is not going to fool anyone to for a commitment to “deep
reform” as the regime claims. In fact, what it will do is make it clear that a political solution
under this regime is almost impossible and only adds fuel to the fire.
So, where do we go from here?
Human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights are
values that are embedded in the EU treaties, and the EU claims to be committed to promote these
values worldwide. You are supposedly staunch defenders of the dignity of humanity. I’m sure
you expect governments that you bankroll with tax payer’s money to do the same. But, the
regime in Ethiopia that you have been supporting for the past 25 years does not share any of
these fundamental values. Capital punishment is prohibited in all EU member countries, but EU
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funding and diplomatic support has, at least indirectly, enabled the regime in Ethiopia to kill
peaceful demonstrators, not once, not twice, but for 25 years, with impunity. Is this the value EU
is committed to promote worldwide?
Dear members of the EU parliament,
If there is a political will; we still have time to solve Ethiopia’s ever worsening problem before it
is too late. Every social and political indicator in Ethiopia point that the EPRDF/TPLF regime is
clinically dead, and any attempt to save it is no different than attempting to resuscitate a dead
person. The regime in Ethiopia is on life support, and you are the last life-line to the otherwise
dying regime. Do you pull the string off the life support and come to the rescue of the Ethiopian
people, or do you keep on doing the typical face lifting operation and prolong the suffering of the
Ethiopian people? Whichever choice you make, the outcome is the same. So what is your
choice?
How do we go forward?
As I have emphasized many times in the past and today, the right way to go forward is simple, it
is to answer the demand of the Ethiopian people. And the demand of the Ethiopian people is
nothing more than what you Europeans have taken for granted for so many years - it is justice, it
is freedom, it is democracy and it is equality. The only safe path to these fundamental values of
humanity is to forge a transitional government that prepares Ethiopia for a transparent, genuinely
competitive, free and fair election. Such a transitional arrangement must include all stakeholders
inside and outside the country, and those who are engaged in non-violent struggle as well as
those who have raised arms to protect themselves from brutality because there was no possible
mechanism to advance their legitimate causes peacefully. Any attempt to solve Ethiopia’s
problem with hand-picked stakeholders, especially with those who are under the constant duress
of the TPLF/EPRDF minority regime especially under the current draconian state of emergency
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is simply not going to work to address the country’s political problems. Instead, it might make
the situation infinitely worse and increasingly difficult to solve peacefully. Most importantly, any
solution that excludes the voice of the Ethiopian people, and any attempt to cosmetically reform
the current regime are a deal behind the back of the Ethiopian people that will never be allowed
to materialize.
Dear member of the European parliament,
The regime in Ethiopia is an ugly dying regime, hence any cosmetic work to make it look good
is tantamount to applying lipstick to a pig, for a pig always remains a pig and behaves like a pig
no matter what you do. For any reasonable person, the choice in Ethiopia is clear. It’s a choice
between good and evil, justice and injustice, unity and disintegration. Even at this 11th hour
Ethiopians fighting for freedom are still willing to settle this problem peacefully through an all
inclusive dialogue that will lead towards genuine democratization. What the regime must do to
ensure this is to stop this state of emergency, release all political prisoners and engage in a
meaningful dialogue towards a democratic transition. I am confident that even those that have
raised arms to fight the regime will be willing to put down their arms and constructively engage
the regime towards such a settlement. In the absence of that and with the continuation of the
current policy of the regime, more blood is going to be spilt, and as positions get hardened, the
conflict gets into a point of no return. At that stage, the only possible way for this conflict to end
will be a quick and violent end to this regime at best or a seemingly endless civil war at worst.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Our preferred choice, the choice of democratic forces in Ethiopia is clear. The choices of the
Ethiopian people are justice, unity and equality to prevail in our country and preferably
peacefully. If the alternative given to Ethiopians is between living under a brutalizing tyranny or
fight for their dignity and survival even by force, I think the last one year has made it abundantly
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clear where we stand. The ball is now on the regime’s and its western supporters’ court. If the
aim of western policy on Ethiopia is to avoid instability and its attendant effects in this crucial
region of the world, there is one and only one solution; to democratize Ethiopia. For the
international community, this might be just another international crisis in our crisis ridden world
that can somehow be contained. With a country of 100 million people imploding, I am not sure if
its negative effects can be easily contained within the existing boundaries of the country. But,
more importantly for Ethiopians, this is about living with dignity in their own country and
passing a peaceful democratic and prosperous country for future generations. Nothing short of
genuine democratization can stop this people’s march to freedom. I really hope that the EU and
its allies will use their tremendous influence to search for a safe landing to this crisis before it is
too late.

Thank you
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